Borrow a “how to book” and follow instructions to do something new
(e.g. a recipe book, DIY, crafts, Minecraft)
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Borrow a “how to book” and follow instructions to do something new
(e.g. a recipe book, DIY, crafts, Minecraft)

Age 0-7
Food like mine
Let's get crafty with salt dough : 25 creative and fun projects for kids aged 2 and up
The slime book
Sound by Georgia Amson-Bradshaw
Let's make art with hands and feet by Susie Brooks
Summer by Anna Claybourne
A little guide to gardening by Jo Elworthy
How to help a hedgehog and protect a polar bear: 70 simple things you can do for
our planet! by Jess French
Code Academy and the code confusion! by Kirsty Holmes
10-minute no-bake makes by Annalees Lim
10-minute origami crafts by Annalees Lim
Develop helpful apps by Heather Lyons
On the farm by Isobel Lundie.
Minecraft for beginners by Stephanie Milton
RSPB first book of the seashore by Derek Niemann
How things work: facts and fun: questions and answers: things to make and do by
OKIDO
How to make bubbles by Erika L. Shores
How to build a tornado in a bottle by Lori Shores

I am not a cereal box: the recycling project book: exciting things to make with cereal
boxes! By Sara Stanford
I am not a toilet roll: the recycling project book: incredible things to make with toilet
rolls! by Sara Stanford
For these titles and many more great reads, search the library catalogue
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Junior
Rev-o-loom-tion: a modern kids' guide to rocking rubber bands
Sing and learn [English, German, Italian, Spanish]
A cat's guide to the night sky by Stuart Atkinson
How to draw rockets and spacecraft by Mark Bergin
Paper aeroplanes with a helping of science by Marie Buckingham
Customise your clothes by Anna Claybourne
Roald Dahl's creative writing with Matilda : how to write spellbinding speech by Roald
Dahl
Magic card tricks: how to shuffle, control and force cards, including special gimmicks
and advanced flourishes, all shown in more than 450 step-by-step photographs by
Nicholas Einhorn
Dinosaurs by Warren Elsmore
F2 world of football: how to play like a pro by F2 Freestyles
Football things to make and do by Rebecca Gilpin
Cool coding: filled with fantastic facts for kids of all ages by Robert Hansen
Get into gardening: growing projects for window-sill and garden! by Judith Heneghan
Get into photography: take brilliant pictures in a flash! by Suzie Hubbard
Get into sewing: tools, techniques and projects to stitch! by Jane Marland
Science experiments at home by Susan Martineau
Minecraft beginner's handbook by Stephanie Milton, with help from Paul Soares Jr
and Jordan Moran.
British birds by Victoria Munson.

Super slime by Sophie Parks
My first chess book: 35 easy and fun chess activities for children aged 7 years + by
Jessica E. Prescott
Let’s get gardening by The Royal Horticultural Society (Great Britain)
Street Dance by Emma Torrington
Survival for beginners: a step-by-step guide to camping and outdoor skills by Colin
Towell
Code your own pirate adventure: code with Pirate Pierre and find the lost treasure by
Max Wainewright
For these titles and many more great reads, search the library catalogue.
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Young Adult
Mobile gaming: tips, tricks, and strategies for today's hottest mobile games
Party
Project you: more than 50 ways to calm down, de-stress, & feel great by Aubre
Andrus with Karen Bluth
Make a podcast! by Matt Anniss
Cheeky treats by Liam Charles
Easy French by Katie Daynes and Nicole Irving
How to be a young #writer by Christopher Edge
Bringing up your parents: a lifeline for teenagers by John Farman
How to get what you want by Nina Grunfeld
Mug Cakes by Cath Kidston
Dress to impress by Coleen McLoughlin
Poets' secrets: an insider's guide to writing poetry by Brian Moses
Think yourself gorgeous: how to feel good - inside and out by Anita Naik
How to make paper planes and other flying objects: 35 step-by-step objects to fly in
an instant by Mari Ono and Roshin Ono
Make a film! by Jim Pipe
How to sew little felt animals: bears, rabbits, squirrels and other woodland creatures
by Sue Quinn
The Unofficial LEGO® Jewellery Book: 18 Awesome Designs for Fashion
Accessories From LEGO® Bricks by Prudence Rogers
How to look pretty, not plastered: a step-by-step make-up guide to looking great! by
Emily Rose

Cooking up a storm: the teen survival cookbook by Sam Stern
Take great photos by Adam Sutherland
101 ways to organize your life by Deborah Underwood
I'm a JavaScript games maker. The basics by Max Wainewright
Learn to knit, love to knit by Anna Wilkinson

For these titles and many more great reads, search the library catalogue
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Adult
DIY: all the techniques, tools and tips you need to do the job yourself
The best things in life are free: the ultimate money-saving travel guide
Ultimate knit stitch bible: 750 knit, purl, cable, lace and colour stitches
Mary Berry everyday by Mary Berry
The story of you: a guide for writing your personal stories and family history by John
Bond
Origami: 80 best-ever projects: amazing origami projects to fold, including traditional
classics, animals, flowers, games and toys, shown step by step in 1500 photographs
by Rick Breech
Creative writing by Casey Clabough
100 simple paper flowers by Kelsey Elam
The LEGO architecture ideas book by Alice Finch
RSPB handbook of garden wildlife by Peter Holden and Geoffrey Abbott
Running life: mindset, fitness & nutrition for positive wellbeing by Dame Kelly Holmes
Beginner's guide to photography: no jargon - just great photos by Haje Jan Kamps
Spark joy: an illustrated guide to the Japanese art of tidying by Marie Kondo*
Teach yourself Doric: a course for beginners by Douglas Kynoch
The essential aromatherapy garden: growing and using scented plants by Julia
Lawless.
Buy, keep, or sell? by Judith Miller and Mark Hill
Gardening on a shoestring: 100 ways to create a garden on a budget by Alex
Mitchell
The Penguin book of card games by David Parlett

Mini-books by Roxi Phillips
Eat shop save by Dale Pinnock
Eat and drink by Olly Smith
The stargazer's handbook: the definitive field guide to the night sky by Giles Sparrow
fforest: being, doing & making in nature by Sian Tucker

For these titles and many more great reads, search the library catalogue.
A * indicates the title is available in more than one format.

